Datacard delivers proven ID card solutions to K-12 schools based on over 40 years of knowledge and experience working with the education community.

Protect your students, staff and budget with the best value in school ID systems

They provide critical security. They improve efficiency in the cafeteria and media center. They even boost school spirit. Photo ID cards are an essential part of schools across the country. The affordability of Datacard® school ID systems makes it easier to justify the cost of implementing photo IDs in your school. We build value into every Datacard® ID system, so you get:

**Enhanced security.** When students, faculty and staff wear photo IDs printed on Datacard® systems, you can know at a glance who is authorized to be on campus.

**Flexible applications.** Beyond security, you can use the same IDs for access control to buildings, labs, computers and networks. One ID card can be used to check out media center materials, access computers and manage student meal programs.

**A dependable investment.** Every day, schools are faced with the challenges of improving security and managing student services — all within budget. Datacard ID systems are cost-effective solutions to simplify and safeguard life at your school.

**Simplified operations.** Both Datacard® identification software and our ID card printers are easy to learn and operate. School staff and volunteers can start issuing cards after just a few minutes of training.

**A sense of community.** With a versatile Datacard ID system, you can create visitor passes, sports schedules, student conduct reminders, and creative tickets for dances and special events — all with accurate school colors.
Get everything you need from Datacard

Security, facilities, activities, budget — a lot of factors influence a school ID system. An authorized Datacard provider can help you evaluate all of them. Our providers are experts at working within your security, technical and budget requirements. They’ll design the right ID system for your school, using industry-leading system components from Datacard.

**Datacard® ID card printers** deliver best-in-class performance and reliability.
- Easy to learn and operate with intuitive, soft-touch LCD control panels.
- Advanced card handling minimizes jams while driving full-color print speeds up to 200 cards per hour.
- Cards and ribbons load in seconds to keep long print jobs moving.
- Can be field-upgraded for functions such as magnetic stripe, proximity and smart card encoding.

**Datacard® identification software** makes producing ID cards easy.
- Design cards to show photos, text and bar codes, school colors and mascots.
- Exchange cardholder information with databases and enrollment systems.
- Expand with modules for proximity and smart cards, and visitor management.
- Choose the edition that fits current needs; then upgrade to add more capabilities.

**Datacard® Certified Supplies** support more reliable card printing.
- Full-color printer ribbons produce clear, vibrant image quality.
- Engineered and tested for total compatibility with Datacard® printers.
- Intelligent Supplies Technology™ reduces ribbon waste, prevents errors and automatically adjusts printer settings for optimum output.

**Responsive, local support** helps you get the most from your Datacard system.
- Authorized Datacard providers offer expert advice on system planning, buying and upgrades.
- Experienced technicians perform installations, upgrades and maintenance.
- Firsthand knowledge of local educational system; regulations and funding.

---

**Innovation Focused On You**

Datacard Group has made advances to deliver card issuance breakthroughs that matter to you. Our latest desktop card issuance systems are the culmination of years of proven innovation and deep insight into our customers’ escalating security and durability challenges. Rely on our network of authorized Datacard providers worldwide to deliver the high-value, high-performance solutions you need to succeed.

**Buy with confidence.**

One of the most important features of every Datacard school ID system is peace of mind. You get a 30-month warranty on Datacard printers, and a 30-month printhead warranty with no pass restrictions. Plus, every Datacard product is backed by a global support network and over 40 years of Datacard Group experience.